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CLIENT PROFILE

CAMERON BALLOONS
Altodigital taking print solutions
to new heights
With over 9,000 balloons and lighter-than-air aircraft having
been constructed over the last five decades, Cameron Balloons
print thousands of pages per year both for the formal aircraft
documentation and manuals and for general head office function.

Cameron Balloons Ltd. is the world’s
most popular manufacturer of hotair balloons. Established in 1971
the company has built more than
9,000 hot-air balloons and been
instrumental in many ballooning
world record-breaking projects.
LOCATION
Bristol and exports worldwide
through a Dealer network or direct
to customers.
KEY TECHNOLOGY
Ricoh colour multifunctional devices.
KEY BENEFITS
More economic, improved
functionality, medium volume
production and presentable quality
documentation production.
WEBSITE
www.cameronballoons.co.uk

THE CHALLENGE
The company specialises in manufacturing a myriad of lighter-than-air craft but also designs
fabric structures, inflatable buildings, exhibition stands, giant product displays, specialised
protective packaging, aerial camera platforms, lighting globes and tubes that float in the air
using helium.
With every balloon produced, Cameron Balloons has to produce and print a legally required
aircraft operating flight and maintenance manual. This document stays with every balloon
and serves as part of the airworthiness documentation. The documents are a crucial part of a
balloons equipment and remains with the balloon for its entire life.

“Balloons and fabric
engineering are the main
parts of our business and
although we have moved
much of our literature online
and deliver much of our news
through social media we still
find that a tangible copy of a
balloon visual, newsletter or
brochure can really help our
customers and having easy
to use, reliable economic
primarily centralised printing
and support from Altodigital
enables us to do just that.
In fact, we were so pleased
with help and service that
Altodigital have provided
over the years that when our
print machines came up for
renewal we happily signed
up for yet another contract
period.”
HANNAH CAMERON
Director
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Established for over 35 years, we
have focused exclusively on providing
unbeatable office technology solutions,
and although we are a truly national
operation, our success has been forged
around our unique network of local
offices providing on-the-spot response,
rapport and reliability.

THE SOLUTION
Before selecting AltoDigital, Cameron Balloons had a mix of printing equipment. The company set
out to find a better solution to its daily printing requirements. Following an in-depth print audit of the
business undertaken by AltoDigital’s specialist division - Imprint, the team from the AltoDigital office
in Bristol recommended Ricoh as the best printer manufacturer to support Cameron Balloons. Ricoh
products were chosen due to the company’s well known green credentials (they utilise a technology
with a longer life printer drum, so reducing consumable wastage) as well as having a great range of
multi-function capabilities.
AltoDigital therefore installed Ricoh multifunctional devices to meet Cameron Balloons specific
printing and scanning needs, as part of a fully managed print solution. Daniel Till, Regional Sales
Manager of AltoDigital explains, “We were delighted to help Cameron Balloons achieve their
print needs and by choosing our managed service approach we can optimise and assist Cameron
Balloons’ printing needs. Our methods not only improve efficiency and productivity, but help to
reduce costs. I am delighted that we have been able to assist this global business and wish Cameron
Balloons the very best as the company continues to dominate the world of balloon production.”

THE BENEFITS
The benefits of the AltoDigital installation have had far reaching benefits for Cameron Balloons as a
business. By adopting the new print technology, Cameron Balloons now has a far more efficient print
network with improved functionality and ease of use.
Significant savings have been achieved through installation of the Ricoh devices, providing them with
a higher quality output onto a range of versatile media from multiple feed trays, reducing the need to
keep changing paper over The devices have also been customised to fit with their corporate identity
as well as being a more energy efficient more sustainable print solution, helping to lower their
carbon footprint as it seen as a greener printing practice.

Altodigital has offices all over the
country. Call us and see what we
can do for your business.
To find out more about Altodigital
telephone:

0345 241 5444
email:
learnmore@altodigital.com
or visit us at:
www.altodigital.com
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